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1.1. ((Introduction)Introduction)
—— (About Zhejiang Province)
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--
Zhejiang : a mountainous provinceZhejiang : a mountainous province

10.210.2 KMKM22

46004600 20052005
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Zhejiang: a province with numerous tunnelsZhejiang: a province with numerous tunnels

600 80%
ZJIC
There are more than 600 road tunnels in Zhejiang, and 80 percents 
are designed by ZJIC.
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20002000
500500 400400

400400 40004000

ZJIC ,a large stateZJIC ,a large state--owned consultant engineers owned consultant engineers 
for public works, has completed consult for public works, has completed consult 
&design of about 2000km expressways, more &design of about 2000km expressways, more 
than 400 tunnels, etc.than 400 tunnels, etc.

ZJICZJIC ((About  ZJIC)About  ZJIC)
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((some long road tunnels under construction by ZJIC)some long road tunnels under construction by ZJIC)

No.No. Tunnel nameTunnel name L tube lengthL tube length
(m)(m)

R tube lengthR tube length
(m)(m)

((ExpresswayExpressway
name)name)

11 CanglingCangling TunnelTunnel 75367536 76057605 TaizhouTaizhou--JinyunJinyun
ExpresswayExpressway

22 KuocangshanKuocangshan
TunnelTunnel

79297929 78697869

33 ShuangfengShuangfeng
TunnelTunnel

61806180 61876187

ZhujiZhuji--YongjiaYongjia
ExpresswayExpressway
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((Challenges of Long Tunnels)Challenges of Long Tunnels)

1.1.
How to select a How to select a economical ventilation systemeconomical ventilation system??

2.2.
How to evaluate and control How to evaluate and control fire hazardfire hazard??

3.3. ““ ””
How to control How to control chimney effectchimney effect in downin down--gradegrade
mountainous tunnels in case of fire.mountainous tunnels in case of fire.
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To develop a new longitudinal
ventilation system with a stand-
alone ex-smoke conduit, which 
has the following functions of
-competitive construction costs 
-lower power consumption under 
operation
-better  safety of road users in 
fire accidents

((To develop a new longitudinal  ventilation system ))
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2.2. ((About the ProjectAbout the Project))
2.12.1 ((Project Location)Project Location)

Taizhou-Jinyun
expressway
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2.22.2 ((Project Scale)Project Scale)

(Left Tube)
K94+760~K102+296
7536m

(Right Tube)
K94+760~K102+365
7605m

(Left tube, a long down-grade tunnel)
—— 0.867%, 766m, 1.8 , 6770m

(Right tube, a long up-grade tunnel)
—— 1.8%, 6840m, 1%, 765m

The defective slope feature increases possibility of fire.
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((Cross Section)Cross Section)
65.2165.21mm²²

15001500mm 55.7655.76 mm²²
7.857.85 mm²²

Area: 65.21m2

Area: 55.76m2

Ex-smoke
conduit

Area: 7.85m2
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1~71~7
7~7~ 11

10761076
4545--6060

2.32.3
((MeteorologicMeteorologic and Topographic Information)and Topographic Information)
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2.42.4 ((Construction Schedule)Construction Schedule)

JAN., 2004

Started to excavate

JULY, 2006

Cut through

Dec., 2007

Date to open to 
operation
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2.52.5 ((Key Problems)Key Problems)

1.1. 800800m)m) -- ((rockburstrockburst))
2.2. ((artesian water)artesian water)
3.3. ((ventilation and fire ventilation and fire 

control)control)
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(Predicted Traffic Quantity)

20072007 20102010 20152015 20202020 20252025 20272027

((pcupcu/d)/d) 1117911179 1570615706 2416624166 3550835508 4980149801 5595655956

(Vehicle Classification and Ratio)

0.20000.2000 0.21330.2133 0.08650.0865 0.22110.2211 0.18140.1814 0.05670.0567 0.04100.0410

3.3.
((Traffic Volume Analysis & Traffic Volume Analysis & Air DemandAir Demand))
3.13.1 ((Traffic Volume Analysis)Traffic Volume Analysis)
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COCO
((CO concentration)CO concentration)

((unidirection) 200ppm unidirection) 200ppm 
((bidirection) 250ppmbidirection) 250ppm
((traffic jam) 300ppmtraffic jam) 300ppm

((VI concentration)VI concentration)
((normal traffic) normal traffic) 

0.0070.007 0.0075m0.0075m--11

((traffic jam) 0.009mtraffic jam) 0.009m--11

JTJ026.1—99
:

3.23.2 ((Hygienic Standard)Hygienic Standard)
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3.33.3 ((Emission Standard)Emission Standard)

3030
44 6%6%

20072007 20172017

20172017
5%5%

Decreasing 5% annually Decreasing 5% annually 
from 2017.from 2017.
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3.43.4 ((Heat Release Rate)Heat Release Rate)

Fire load in a tunnel suggested by British Specification (BD 78/99)
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PIARC

Fire load of different vehicle type suggested by PIARC
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Fire process comparison between a car and a truck
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(fire frequency)
2-6

Long-term fire frequency is about 2-6 times annually.
(HRR)

50MW
( 2 )

20MW

Unidirection Traffic HRR:50MWUnidirection Traffic HRR:50MW
Bidirection Traffic HRR: 20MWBidirection Traffic HRR: 20MW
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3.53.5
((Work Condition Considered)Work Condition Considered)

AA ((normal traffic)normal traffic) 60~80km/h60~80km/h
BB ((slow traffic)slow traffic) 40km/h40km/h
CC ((traffic jam)traffic jam)

10001000mm
DD ((bidirection traffic)bidirection traffic)

4040km/hkm/h
EE ((air exchange)air exchange) 33

2.52.5m/sm/s

2424/56/56

About vehicle with dangerous goods:

Unidirection traffic: permitted, 
but must be lead by pilot 
vehicle.

Bidirection traffic:  not permitted.
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3.73.7 ((Fresh Air Demand Calculation)Fresh Air Demand Calculation)

JTJ026.1 1999
PIARC 1995-EURO 2

Software developed to calculate fresh air demand

2626/56/56(Table of Fresh Air Demand)
QQreqreq(m(m³³/s)/s)

((working condition)working condition) ((designdesign
velocity)velocity) ((right tube)right tube) ((left tube)left tube)

20172017 ,, ((unidirection)unidirection) 60km/h60km/h 733.5733.5 414.8414.8

20272027 ,, ((unidirection)unidirection) 60km/h60km/h 829.1829.1 414.8414.8

20172017 ((bidirection)bidirection) 40km/h40km/h 459.8459.8 459.8459.8

20272027 ((bidirection)bidirection) 40km/h40km/h 519.8519.8 519.8519.8

20172017 ,, ((traffic jam)traffic jam) 682.8682.8 414.8414.8

20272027 ,, ((traffic jam)traffic jam) 812.2812.2 448.4448.4

((fire, unidirection)fire, unidirection) -- 200200 200200

((fire, bidirection)fire, bidirection) -- 8080 8080

VI CO
Fresh air demand of right tube depends on required VI concentration, while 
fresh air demand of left tube depends on CO concentration.
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4.4. ((Ventilation System SelectionVentilation System Selection))
4.14.1 Transverse Ventilation System Transverse Ventilation System 

((features)features)

In normal service condition, a special inIn normal service condition, a special in--air conduit is used to air conduit is used to 
supply fresh air, and an exsupply fresh air, and an ex--air conduit to discharge polluted air conduit to discharge polluted 
air.air.

In-air conduit Ex-air conduit

In case of fire, the exIn case of fire, the ex--
air conduit is used to air conduit is used to 
discharge smoke.discharge smoke.

2828/56/56

((advantagesadvantages))

As for CO and VI concentration keep changeless, adaptive As for CO and VI concentration keep changeless, adaptive 
tunnel length is almost unlimited.tunnel length is almost unlimited.
((shortcomings)shortcomings)

Cross section is so large that both construction cost and Cross section is so large that both construction cost and 
consumption are very high.consumption are very high.

Because of piston effect, itBecause of piston effect, it’’s difficult to get s difficult to get transverse air transverse air 
flow.flow.
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((features)features)
((blowing model) blowing model) 

((exhausting model)exhausting model)

((advantages and shortcomings)advantages and shortcomings)

Same to transverse ventilation system.Same to transverse ventilation system.

4.24.2
semisemi--transverse ventilation systemtransverse ventilation system

3030/56/56

4.34.3
Longitudinal Ventilation SystemLongitudinal Ventilation System
((features)features)

CO & VI concentration increases as the tunnel lengthens.CO & VI concentration increases as the tunnel lengthens.
((advantages)advantages)

Neither inNeither in--air conduit nor exair conduit nor ex--air conduit is necessary, so the air conduit is necessary, so the 
cross section is relatively small and the cost is low.cross section is relatively small and the cost is low.

(( ))
Adaptive length increases accordingly as shafts are added.Adaptive length increases accordingly as shafts are added.

““ ””
In unidirectionIn unidirection--traffic tunnels, piston effect can be made full use.traffic tunnels, piston effect can be made full use.

3131/56/56

((shortcomings)shortcomings)

In case of fire, both smoke discharging path and highIn case of fire, both smoke discharging path and high--
temperature lining section are long, and hazard resistance is temperature lining section are long, and hazard resistance is 
poor.poor.

In a bidirectionIn a bidirection--traffic tunnel,  ventilation power consumption traffic tunnel,  ventilation power consumption 
increases sharply as the piston effect disappears.increases sharply as the piston effect disappears.
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4.44.4
((Longitudinal Ventilation System with a Special Longitudinal Ventilation System with a Special 
ExEx--smoke Conduit)smoke Conduit)

————
((using longitudinal ventilation in normal service traffic)using longitudinal ventilation in normal service traffic)

to take advantage of economy and efficiency of longitudinal to take advantage of economy and efficiency of longitudinal 
ventilation system.ventilation system.

————
((using the standusing the stand--alone exalone ex--smoke conduit in case of fire)smoke conduit in case of fire)

to prevent smoke  from spreading and falling down, improve to prevent smoke  from spreading and falling down, improve 
hazard resistance, and minimize lining and equipment loss.hazard resistance, and minimize lining and equipment loss.
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((Ventilation System & Operation Principle)Ventilation System & Operation Principle)
5.15.1 ((Ventilation System Design)Ventilation System Design)

Exit section without ex-smoke 
conduit

Entrance section without 
ex-smoke conduit

Mid section with ex-smoke conduit
(Lef t  Tube) :4536m
(Right Tube):4605m

1#
(Air exchange station 

No.1 )

2#
(Air exchange station No.2

3434/56/56

5.25.2 ((Normal Service Ventilation)Normal Service Ventilation)

——
Left tube, the long down-grade tunnel, uses 
longitudinal ventilation consisting of jet fans.

——

Right tube, the long up-grade tunnel, uses 
longitudinal ventilation consisting of 
double shafts and jet fans.

465m3/s

200m3/s

665m3/s

200m3/s 240m3/s

705m3/s465m3/s

3535/56/56

Fire

(Traffic mode: bidirection)

(Fire location: near to entrance)

5.35.3 ((Ventilation in case of fire)Ventilation in case of fire)
3636/56/56

Fire

(Traffic mode: unidirection)

(Fire location: near to entrance)

Ex-smoke conduit

Fire
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Fire

(Traffic mode: unidirection of bidirection)

(Fire location: in mid section)

Ex-smoke conduit

Fire
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Fire

(Traffic mode: unidirection of bidirection)
(2# )

(Fire location: in mid section (right to shaft 2))

Ex-smoke conduit

Fire
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Fire

(Traffic mode: unidirection of bidirection)

(Fire location: near to exit)
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6.CFD6.CFD ((CFD Simulation)CFD Simulation)
6.16.1
((Verification of Flow ShortVerification of Flow Short--circuit Problem)circuit Problem)

flow field in vertical cross 
section

pressure field in horizontal cross 
section
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flow field in horizontal cross 
section flow line track
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6.26.2
((smoke field and temperature field in fire case)smoke field and temperature field in fire case)

50MW
( )

Smoke concentration field
fire location: in the center section
HRR: 50MW
traffic mode: unidirection
ventilation mode: semi-transverse
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50MW
( )

temperature field
fire location: in the center section
HRR: 50MW
traffic mode: unidirection
ventilation mode: semi-transverse

4444/56/56

50MW
(

+ )

Smoke concentration field
fire location: near to entrance
HRR: 50MW
traffic mode: unidirection
ventilation mode: longitudinal and 
semi-transverse
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50MW
(

+ )

temperature field
fire location: near to entrance
HRR: 50MW
traffic mode: unidirection
ventilation mode: longitudinal and 
semi-transverse
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6.36.3 ““ ”” ((Chimney Effect Analysis)Chimney Effect Analysis)
(driving forces of chimney effect)

(atmospheric pressure difference between point A and point B, 
between A and C)

(temperature difference between in and out of the tunnel)

(the effect of natural wind out of the tunnel)

A

B
C

D

H1

H2
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(temperature field)

(velocity field)

(visibility field)

50MW

Unidirection,
50MW, no 
ventilation

100 20
0400 800

1100
400 200

100

10

10
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(temperature field)

(velocity field)

(visibility field)

50MW

Unidirection,
50MW,
ventilation
system
works.

10

10

200 400100
750

100200
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6.46.4
Temperature Increasing AnalysisTemperature Increasing Analysis

22
1212

When in normal traffic condition, temperature in the When in normal traffic condition, temperature in the 
tunnel increases only 2tunnel increases only 2 . While traffic jams, . While traffic jams, 
temperature increases about 12temperature increases about 12 ..

5050/56/56

6.56.5 Evacuation AnalysisEvacuation Analysis

330
Time: 330s

EXIT

Accident vehicle
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410
Time: 410s 

EXIT

Accident vehicle
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490
Time: 490s

EXIT

Accident vehicle
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580
Time: 580s 

EXIT
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In normal service condition, the economical In normal service condition, the economical 
ventilation system, longitudinal ventilation system is ventilation system, longitudinal ventilation system is 
adopted. While in case of fire, the exadopted. While in case of fire, the ex--smoke conduit smoke conduit 
works rapidly to discharge smoke and control fire.works rapidly to discharge smoke and control fire.

In a long expressway tunnel with heavy traffic flow In a long expressway tunnel with heavy traffic flow 
and high passenger vehicle ratio,  a special exand high passenger vehicle ratio,  a special ex--smokesmoke
conduit is necessary to prevent smoke from spreading conduit is necessary to prevent smoke from spreading 
and to improve safety in the tunnel.and to improve safety in the tunnel.

7.7. ((Conclusions)Conclusions)
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The ventilation system, presented in this article, does The ventilation system, presented in this article, does 
not need to enlarge the cross section of the tunnel. As not need to enlarge the cross section of the tunnel. As 
a result, ita result, it’’s much more economical than a transverse s much more economical than a transverse 
or semior semi--transverse ventilation system.transverse ventilation system.

Furthermore, the ventilation system mentioned above Furthermore, the ventilation system mentioned above 
is adaptive to most cross section types in both is adaptive to most cross section types in both 
unidirection and bidirection traffic tunnels , including unidirection and bidirection traffic tunnels , including 
vaulted, circular, and rectangular cross section.vaulted, circular, and rectangular cross section.
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55kmkm
(( ))

The new ventilation system with a special exThe new ventilation system with a special ex--
smoke conduit, a smoke conduit, a significativesignificative practice, is adaptive practice, is adaptive 
to all road tunnels longer than 5km, especially to to all road tunnels longer than 5km, especially to 
mountain road tunnels, and shows fine mountain road tunnels, and shows fine promise.promise.
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(Cross section of entrance and exit section)

Area: 65.21m2
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(Cross section and ventilation slab of mid section)

Ex-smoke conduit
Area: 7.85m2

Ventilation slab

Smoke and 
fire damper

Area: 55.76m2
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((Joint Design of InJoint Design of In--air & exair & ex--smoke Conduit)smoke Conduit)

plan viewplan view

In-air
conduit

Ex-smoke
conduit

In-air
conduit Ex-smoke

conduit

cross section view
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smoke dampersmoke damper

((highhigh--temp index)temp index)
250250 /2h/2h 400400 /1h/1h

((size & span)size & span)
1.25m1.25m 2.00m@25m2.00m@25m

((control mechanics)control mechanics)
100100mm

200200mm
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1

air exchange 
station No.1

In-air conduit

Ex-smoke conduit

vehicle passage

underground fan 
station

L Tube

1#
shaft No.1

R Tube
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2

General Plan for
air exchange 
station No.2

In-air conduit
Ex-smoke conduit

Ex-air conduit

vehicle passage

underground fan 
station

L Tube

R Tube

2#
shaft No.2 
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1
Profile of in-air & ex-smoke  conduits

for air exchange station  No.1

In-air conduit

Ex-smoke conduit

R TubeL Tube

L Tube R Tubeunderground fan station

underground fans station

1#
shaft No.1 

1#
shaft No.1 
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2
Longitudinal profile of air exchange station No.2

In-air conduit

Ex-smoke conduit

R Tube
underground fans station

2#
shaft No.2 

Ex-smoke conduit

2#
shaft No.2 underground fan stationR TubeL Tube
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Plan of ventilation tower in open Plan of ventilation tower in open 
areaarea

Ex-air conduit

In-air conduit
shaft
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cross section 1cross section 1--1 of ex1 of ex--air conduit for the ventilation towerair conduit for the ventilation tower
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cross section 2cross section 2--2of in2of in--air conduit for the towerair conduit for the tower


